Clear Form
Ministry of Education

Teacher Participant Final Report Form
To be completed by teacher participants and due to the board’s director of education/supervisory officer of
school authority by June 29, 2012.

Section 1: Participant/Group Leader Information
Last name

First name

Teschow & Trinder

Middle Initial

Vera C. & Dale

School Telephone Number Work Email Address

Alternate Email Address

905 277-9505

vera.teschow@utoronto.ca

dale.trinder@peelsb.com

Current School Address
Street number

Street name

1120

Flagship Drive

City

Mississauga

Province Postal Code

ON

L4Y 2K1

Name of School Board

Peel District School Board
For your responses to Sections 2 and 3, please try to answer each question without exceeding the space provided

Section 2: Project Information
I. Name of Project:
"Smart Bansho": Bansho in "At-Risk" Schools

II. Project Description (150 words or less):
This project examines how textbook-reliant teachers can successfully integrate a high-yield strategy like Bansho into their math
programs in a way that recognises the unique learning needs of at risk schools, in classrooms with high ELL populations and students
who need extensive remediation of basic math skills.
Smart Board Technology is used as a tool to increase student engagement, and to meet the secondary goal of this project: Exposing
students from low socio-economic backgrounds to 21-century learning and working tools.

III. Project Theme (pick up to three themes – one from each of the drop down lists below):

choose
from list
Mathematical
Literacy

choose from list
Technology

choose from
list
Differentiated
Instruction

IV. Search Key Words (include up to 5 key words that describe your project, e.g., reading, assessment, primary division, data collection, etc.)
Interactive White Boards, Problem-Based Learning, Bansho, Mathematics, Communication

V. Project Learning Goal(s):
1. to begin pursuing proficiency of problem-based learning in Math in order to use it as the main vehicle to deliver the math curriculum
(as opposed to the textbook)
2. to effectively integrate remediation and consolidation of fundamental math skills into the problem based math approach to meet the
growing needs of an "at risk" school community
3. to incorporate the use of technology (SMART BOARD) to further enrich our teaching methodology in an "at risk school
community."
4. to become more familiar with various relevant board and ministry resources and adapt some of the strategies from the 6-12 Math
Gains project into a K-5 school through the use of CILM
5. to share our learning in a practical way with colleagues, especially those with similar student populations to ours
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Section 3: Participant Report
Project Success
I. Did you achieve the learning goal(s) you identified at the onset of the project?
Please explain:
Fully
1 - We now teach math primarily through a problem-based approach
✔ Mostly
2 - In collaboration with our principal and other colleagues, we are still wrestling with this goal.
Partially
3 - We have become fairly comfortable using the Smart Board as a teaching tool, however, it is not
yet being used routinely by the students themselves as a learning tool. According to the SAMR
Not at all
model, we are straddling the line between "enhancement" and "transformation"
4 - One of us in particular has done significant reading and become much more familiar with
various resources; we did not read as much as we wanted to
5 - We had the opportunity to share with our school staff, visitors from other schools, Field Office
sharing session, provincial math conference (OAME) and through our website
II. Describe the ways in which your TLLP project was a success (e.g. collaboration, leadership development, etc.)?
TEACHER LEARNING: Both of of us are significantly more familiar with both the curriculum expectations in math, as well as the
subject of math itself; we've developed a strong understanding of many mathematical concepts, making us (hopefully!) better at
teaching them. We've also dramatically increased our comfort level in using problem-based math teaching strategies such as bansho,
math congress, effective use of math partners, etc.
TEACHER SHARING: Together and individually, we had the opportunity to share in a wide variety of contexts: Most obvious was
our website, through which we shared our reflections online, as well as posted lessons for others to use. In addition we had several
visitors to our classroom (both from our school, as well as from other schools). We also went outside our school to share our learning
within our Board and provincially, at OAME 2013. Finally, we developed a collaborative professional network with teachers from a
school in Ottawa, emailing and skyping with them about math and technology.
PLD: One of us grew as a presenter, developing the new skill of sharing professionally with groups of colleagues, while the other
developed the skill of individual mentoring (both within this team, as well as with other individual teachers throughout the province)

Project Learning
III. What new professional learning did you acquire as a result of this project?
Although we both knew philosophically that it takes a lot of time to teach well, participating in this project gave us the opportunity to
experience developing effective lesson and unit plans first hand. We had significant time to engage in professional reading and
dialogue, as well as to review curriculum resources and develop instructional plans and assessment tools, and still we felt stressed for
time! We now have a more concrete understanding of just how *much* time it can take to teach well. This understanding will serve
us well as future program leaders, as we can use our understanding and the resultant empathy for our colleagues (who did not have the
luxury of time afforded us through this project) to explore systemic changes that would support teacher development in this area.//
Another key learning was that despite our intentions to engage students through technology and problem based learning, there were
still underlying issues (such as vocabulary development/ELL, limited life schema, inability to focus on salient material in a lesson,
etc.) that needed to be addressed in an intentional, albeit nuanced way within our lessons. With student populations like the one we
serve at our school, it was important to build in many scaffolds such as PWIM, word walls, sentence stems, think-pair-share and more
into our lessons, which consumed additional time.//Finally, we came to realise that there is more than one way to "do" bansho-like
math: Math congress, gallery walk and variations thereof can all be effective ways to address problem-based math.

IV. How did you measure your learning as the project progressed? (e.g. surveys, reflective journals, portfolios, student
achievement data, feedback, etc.)

One measure we used to keep ourselves accountable was to maintain a reflective journal online, via our blogs at
www.SmartBansho.weebly.com -- In addition to spending a considerable amount of time in professional dialogue each time we met
to develop lessons for the project, we also wrote blog posts, which we were able to go back and re-read over time to assess emerging
themes and our professional learning as teachers.
We also administered a survey to ourselves at the beginning and end of the project, whereby specific aspects of our growth became
clear. For example, at the beginning of the project, both of us admitted to using the textbook daily or almost daily, as our primary
math instruction tool, whereas at the end of the project, we could both say with confidence that this had become a resource we
referred to a few times a year only, and that our primary approach to teaching math was now problem-based. Another example is our
comfort level with differentiating for a variety of learners in math. Although we both continue to use support staff to assist with
in-class differentation, we both feel far more confident about how to use these people, since we now have a much clearer picture of
what, in particular, many of the struggling learners in our classrooms need help with during specific units. Through our use of open
questions and parallel tasks, we also have become more comfortable differentiating within the context of a particular lesson.
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Project Sharing
V. a) How did you share this learning (written resources, teacher/school toolkit, working with other teachers in their
classroom, facilitating workshops, podcasts, webcasts, video conferencing, wikis, etc.)?
b) With whom did you share this learning with?
- web site: www.SmartBansho.weebly.com (reflective blogs, specific lesson plans, links to other resources, etc.)
- staff meeting introductory workshop with our staff and teachers from one other school
- 3-part lunch and learn for our staff and other visitors
- classroom visits from our immediate colleagues as well as teachers from other schools
- classroom visits WE made (during which we had the opportunity to share reciprocally with colleagues from outside our board)
- technology storefront through our superintendency, to share with principals, VPs and teacher leaders from other schools
- Ontario Association of Mathematical Educators (OAME) conference 2013, 42 workshop attendees + informal conversations
- skype meeting with two teachers from another school in Ontario
- debrief meeting with Field Office Supt and Supt of Program

VI. a) How did the people you shared with benefit from this learning?
b) How did you measure their learning? (e.g. feedback, surveys, observation, reflective journals, portfolios, focus groups, etc.)
Our own colleagues began to integrate problem-based math into their own programs; they also -- thanks to the purchase of additional
Smart Boards by our school admin -- have begun to use technology more regularly. In post-workshop surveys we administered, they
commented that they appreciated "seeing the Smart Board in action, learning about the Bansho method, and learning about new (to
me) professional literature." They also commented on the value of the classroom observations and "seeing others learning about new
technology. (I'm not the only one.)" Clearly, the authenticity of the project was a strength in our sharing with others.
Visitors to our website were invited to take a few short polls. As the year progressed, we noticed that an increasing number of visitors
classified themselves as "routine" users of PBL, Smart Boards, or both. Our website has grown to host an average of 80 visitors per
day; 73% of those who responded to our poll indicated that they found our site "extremely helpful". Some also left comments on our
blog, or contacted us directly (e.g. June 17 -- "I was at your workshop at the OAME Conference. It was awesome.", followed by a
request for specific resources we had shared, to aid her in her program planning.)
At the debrief meeting we invited our Superintendent of Program to, he thanked us for sharing our reflections, and stated that our
meeting with him had been "the highlight of [his] spring"!

VII. What question(s) do you still have regarding your sharing and learning experience?
- How can we increase direct student use of the IWB as a learning tool?
- How do we engage ALL students in rich, mathematical discussions, to facilitate collaborative inquiry?
- What are some ways we as teachers can increase our fluency in asking rich questions "on the fly" during a lesson, to stretch student
thinking?
- What does effective scaffolding for vocabulary development look like, on a practical level, in a high ELL school and/or classroom?
- How do we effectively and realistically remediate basic skills in classrooms? (Is this better done as an "extra" or "separate" group, or
through the problem-based teaching and learning, and if the latter, how?)

Project Challenges
VIII. What challenges did you face in your project? (Check all that apply)

✔ Time
✔ Technology
Relationships
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✔ Project Scope
Other:
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IX. a) Please explain the challenges.
b) Were you able to overcome some or all of these challenges?

If

✔

Yes, how?

If

No, why?

Time and Project Scope are related in that we may have bitten off more than we could chew. As we embarked on this project, we
hadn't quite realised just how much time it would take to actually create the specific math lessons for each unit, using the Smart Board,
which was still a new tool for us. So, both pedagogy AND the technology were new learning.
As we became more focussed on creating the lessons, we were left with less time to spend on reflecting, reading, blogging,
networking. On one hand, the additional time given us by the TLLP helped with this; on the other hand, more time out of the
classroom (away from our students) resulted in additional logistical and philosophical challenges. It is quite possible that our project
was just too big!
Eager to share our learning, we also faced the challenges using technology effectively at times. For example, one of us facilitated a
skype meeting with teachers from another school in the province, but at the time of writing this report, we have still been unable to
extract and upload the audio or video files in an accessible format. We have overcome some of our tech challenges by networking
with colleagues and mentors, for example, our Instructional Technology Resource Teacher (ITRT).

Project Extended Learning
X. Do you anticipate the project will continue beyond the TLLP implementation period (by you/your team, a colleague, a person
If
No, why?
you shared with, etc.)? If ✔ Yes, how?

We'd like to keep the website online for a minimum of 5 years, so that other educators can have access to both our lesson plans as well
as our reflective journals, which are online, on our respective blogs, at www.SmartBansho.weebly.com
To do this, we would need additional funding to pay for the web hosting through Weebly.

Section 4: Participant(s)
Vera C Teschow
Participant/Group Leader name (please print)

Dale Trinder
Group Participant name (please print)

Group Participant name (please print)

Group Participant name (please print)
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